
                   Wild Horse Education

Comprehensive Animal Welfare Program Team Assessment Report – Owyhee Complex  
Condi=ons Found to be in Non-Compliance with the CAWP Standards for WH&B Gathers 

Dated:  March 2022 

Gather Name:  FY 2022 Owyhee Complex Wild Horse Gather - Nevada 
Wild Horse Educa=on (WHE) Comprehensive Animal Welfare Program (CAWP) Team: on-site Cole>e 
Kaluza, off-site/on-site Laura Leigh 
Wild Horse Educa=on Assessment Dates:  20 days.   
Gather Opera=on:  Oct. 11 – Nov. 8, 2021 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) District/Field Office:  Winnemucca District, Humboldt River and 
Tuscarora Field Offices: (IC) Incident Commander or (PI) Project Inspector; (COR) ContracXng Officer’s 
RepresentaXve   
BLM Incident Commander:  Garre> Swisher 
BLM COR:  RotaXonal – Garre> Swisher, Ruth Thompson, Ben Noyes, and those unknown. 
BLM Public Affairs:  RotaXonal –Jenny Lesieutre, Jess Harvey, Heather O’Hanlon. 
Contractor:  C.D. Warner Livestock of Spanish Fork, Utah 
Gather Method:  Helicopter Drive Trapping  
BLM Gather Reason:  Owyhee Complex Herd Management Area Gather Environmental Assessment. 
 
General Notes and Comments from Wild Horse Educa=on CAWP Team:   

WHE’s report is the only assessment report prepared from any source.  BLM CAWP Team did not a>end 
this gather and has not issued an internal report.  As a stakeholder, represenXng our interest in 
preserving and protecXng wild horses and burros, we have prepared this report, which serves as an 
external level of oversight.  It looks at BLM’s adherence to the Comprehensive Animal Welfare Program 
standards at roundups.  We submit this report for inclusion in the permanent record for this gather.  

This report was prepared by members of the WHE CAWP Team that have been trained to document, 
record and assess the handling of wild horses and burros.  WHE team member was on-site and a 
trained member worked off-site on review and archiving.   

Wild horses are driven by a helicopter from the range to a trap site where they are trapped in a corral, 
loaded onto stock trailers, transported to temporary holding corrals, unloaded and later loaded onto 
semitrucks and transported to a facility off limits to the public, Sutherland in Utah.  BLM limited the 
public’s access to observe this gather, which limited WHE CAWP Team’s ability to assess compliance 
with the Comprehensive Animal Welfare Program.  Incident Commander is to ensure that the public/
media have opportuniXes to safely and effecXvely observe gather acXviXes at the trap site and 
temporary holding faciliXes.  We were not given that opportunity. 
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BLM CAWP Team is not clear how their CAWP raXng system funcXons.  In review of reports from other 
gathers, we cannot determine how BLM arrives at the percentage score they give when doing 
assessments.   

Instead of a numeric score, the WHE team simply maintains 4 categories: Compliant (0 infracXons), 
Moderately Compliant (1—5), Deficient (6-10) and Severely Deficient (over 10).  WHE does not 
differenXate non-compliance as “major” or “minor.”  Non-compliance is non-compliance. 

WHE CAWP Assessment for Owyhee Complex:  Severely Deficient (over 10). 

Wild Horse Educa=on CAWP Team Assessment Report:   

Condi=ons found to be in non-compliance with the CAWP Standards for Wild Horse and Burro 
Gathers and Court Order 1-10-2013: 

Facility Design: Trap Site and Temporary Holding Facility:  Standard I.A.2   
The trap site should be moved close to WH&B locaXons whenever possible to minimize the 
distance the animals need to travel.   

Non-Compliance:  Li>le Owyhee is a very large HMA (452,000 acres BLM land or 706 sq. miles) with 
326 horses targeted for capture there.  Horses were driven to one trap site for all six days of gather in 
Li>le Owyhee.  BLM asserts in its Q & A paper the animals and foals are being herded no more than 8 
miles to trap site.  That is improbable.  It was possible to move trap site close to WH&B locaXons to 
minimize distance animals needed to travel.     

Capture Technique: Helicopter Drive Trapping:  Standard II.B.2   
The rate of movement and distance the animals travel must not exceed limitaXons set by the 
Lead COR/COR/PI who will consider terrain, physical barriers, access limitaXons, weather, 
condiXon of the animals, urgency of the operaXon (animals facing drought, starvaXon, fire, etc.) 
and other factors.  

Non-Compliance:  In Li>le Owyhee HMA, this image shows one barbed wire fence in a maze of fences 
horses were driven through for six days in this very large HMA to reach the single trap site.  BLM did not 
set limitaXons on distance nor consider the barbed wire fences, figure 1.       
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Figure 1 

Non-Compliance:  In Rock Creek HMA on Nov. 7 helicopter drove horses such a distance they came into 
trap drenched in sweat, figure 2.    

 
Figure 2 

Handling: 1-10-13 Court Order:  #7  
Cannot conduct the gather or transport in a manner where the horses are treated with rushed 
and aggressive loading tacXcs from the trap sites into the trucks. 

Non-Compliance:  In Li>le Owyhee HMA, horses were herded long distances to a single trap site in a 
very large HMA.  Horses reached trap late in the day.  On Oct. 21 the first group of horses ran into trap 
at 1:05 pm.  At 1:09 loading of horses into trucks began and at 1:35 loading was done.  The same 
hurried process played out all apernoon unXl the day’s last group ran into trap at 5:13. Horses were 
treated with rushed and aggressive loading tacXcs from trap site into trucks. 

Handling: General Handling: Standard: IV.B.1  
All sorXng, loading or unloading of WH&Bs during gathers must be performed during daylight 
hours except when unforeseen circumstances develop and the Lead COR/CO/PI approves the 
use of supplemental light. 

Non-Compliance:  Li>le Owyhee is a large HMA with a single trap site for all six days gathering in this 
HMA.  The gather operaXon went late in day.  For example, on Oct. 26 by the Xme last group of horses 
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were trapped, then trailered and arrived at temporary holding it was dark.  Horses were in trap at 5:08 
pm.  In figure 3, at 5:51 horses were sXll being loaded onto trailers bound to temporary holding about a 
half hour away.  When arriving at holding at 6:50 pm, acXvity could be heard there, but it was too dark 
to tour holding.   

 
Figure 3 

It was late and dark and muddy and supplemental light was required but not used.  Next morning Oct. 
27 at temporary holding mare was found.  Incident Commander informed mare had slipped in mud and 
was there all night and found in morning and euthanized.  Oct. 25 there was no gather operaXon due to 
rain.   

Facility Design: Trap Site and Temporary Holding Facility:  Standard: I.A.8 
Padding must be installed on the overhead bars of all gates and chutes used in single file alleys.  

At every trap site horses go through 4’-wide gates to load onto trailers and there is single-file alley in 
between, but not one had padding.   Padding should have been installed on the overhead bars at gates, 
as an example, at Rock Creek HMA shown in figure 4. 

 
Figure 4 
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Facility Design: Loading and Unloading Area:  Standard: I.B.7   
Stock trailers should be posiXoned for loading or unloading such that there is no more than 12” 
clearance between the ground and floor of the trailer for burros and 18” for horses. 

Non-Compliance:  On Nov. 8 when Rock Creek HMA horses were released back onto range they 
delayed leaving trailer.  Horses were packed in trailer and it took Xme for animals to turn and unload 
from a height of more than 18” between ground and floor of trailer in figure 5.  BLM should have 
addressed it.  Public Affairs Lesieurtre excused BLM’s failure saying that the horses were happy in 
capXvity and did not want to go back to the wild.   

 
Figure 5 

Handling: 1-10-13 Court Order: #2:   
Must conduct the gather and transport in a humane fashion.  

Non-Compliance:  On Nov. 8 Li>le Humboldt stallions, determined suitable for release back onto the 
range, were confined in stock trailer at a standsXll for unknown reason for an hour, rowdy and fighXng, 
purng horses at risk of harm before their release. 

Requirements of Permanent Instruc=on Memorandum (PIM) 2021-002, Wild Horse and Burro 
Comprehensive Animal Welfare Program (CAWP):     

All personnel, including contractor and partners involved in the care, handling, and 
transportaXon of wild horses and burros at wild horse and burro gathers are required to 
complete training annually.   

Non-Compliance:  A minor (child) parXcipated in handling of wild horses.  A minor at the trap is non-
essenXal personnel (probably not trained in CAWP Standards). 

ACCESS AND TRANSPARENCY:  This report should be read considering our access was limited.  That is 
quite different from BLM Incident Commander that would have unlimited access to produce its Aper 
AcXon Review and the BLM CAWP Team that when on-site is provided ample access to each aspect of 
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the gather to produce its reports.  Our quesXons are open answered “FOIA it.”   We took that extra step 
to try to get BLM’s Aper AcXon Review, gather veterinary reports, photos, death reports, death 
staXsXcs, and shipping manifests.  The response, the data released to us has shown BLM is simply not 
producing the documents or not giving it up.  WHE has appealed. 

On-site at the gather a standing request was made to go to trap daily, view horses at temporary holding 
daily, and go to any releases of horses back onto public lands.  The public’s ability to view the gather 
operaXon was limited because the trap sites and temporary holding sites were open on private 
property.  Then transporXng wild horses to a facility off limits to the public meant the condiXon and 
handling of the animals could not be assessed for much of the operaXon.  

For 20 days I showed up at morning meeXng locaXons to repeat my request and tried to view gather 
operaXon.  For 10 of those days I was not allowed access to view any aspect of the gather.  I sXll 
showed up every day for the morning meeXngs to try to see the horses even if it meant from a public 
road near temporary holding. 

The two temporary holding corral locaXons for the enXre gather were on private lands.  There was one 
public tour.  At one holding locaXon not only was there no public tour, but the public could not even get 
a glimpse since it was miles from the nearest public road.  At the other holding locaXon there was 
potenXal for a public tour two days a week (Tues. & Thurs.) but at BLM’s discreXon.  What transpired 
was this: on a tour day BLM did not have enough Xme for a tour; tour days were changed to one day a 
week; a couple Xmes it was too dark for a tour, or one Xme I was given a choice between a tour or view 
the release of horses, not both.   

At holding exterior panels were wrapped in dense opaque tarp that made it difficult to view condiXon 
of horses close in Xme to their capture.   

I was only allowed at trap for 11 days altogether and given fluctuaXng and inconsistent reasons.  
Combine that with the disjointed schedule of Tuesdays and Thursdays, that was changed to only 
Tuesdays, and at Xmes there were no days of access to observe, which created public frustraXon and 
discouraged a>endance.  An example is Li>le Owyhee, a very large HMA, where both temporary 
holding and the one and only trap were on private property.  Landowner allowed very limited public 
access to both (in an oral agreement with BLM).   

Another example, Owyhee HMA there was no public access at all for trap nor temporary holding 
because both were on private land and BLM stated landowner would not give the public access to 
observe, period.  Further, the sites selected for trap and holding were up to the gather contractor, 
without stakeholder, public input.   

At Rock Creek HMA public was placed behind rock outcropping for the six days horses were gathered 
with no view of helicopter driving horses toward trap.  Figure 6, Nov. 4, BLM public affairs was 
posiXoned between observer and view of trap.  This day 49 horses were gathered and 3 died from leg 
fractures BLM claims were not gather-related.    
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Figure 6 

At the five releases of horses I was allowed at two and part of a third.  It took over a week for WHE to 
successfully negoXate my access to view the largest release in decades back to Li>le Owyhee HMA. 

I observed the release of horses back in Rock Creek HMA, a short drive from the trap site.  But that 
same day BLM was able to discourage me from going to the release of horses in Li>le Humboldt HMA, 
warning me it is a very bad road.  But I was able to document the horses were likely released at the trap 
site, which meant trap was in Li>le Humboldt HMA.  BLM likely removed horses from the two HMAs to 
the AML of only Rock Creek and did not include the AML of Li>le Humboldt in determining removals/
releases.   

COMMUNICATION:   Our documentaXon clearly and repeatedly shows BLM looked for ways to limit 
public a>endance and hinder transparency.   

The public appreciates the BLM personnel who are professional and try to be helpful and do assist the 
public.  However, that is not always the case as when some in charge communicate to the public we are 
wasXng taxpayer money and everyone’s Xme in a>ending roundups.  

CONCLUSION:   The overarching theme at this roundup is BLM would rather hide things than make 
improvements in the humane handling of wild horses.  This creates repeated and unnecessary risks to 
the animals.  We conXnue to request a meeXng to facilitate improvements, but have been denied. 
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